Skoglund and Murk Named CLU Titans

On the National Picket Line

Two-Year Lund Strike Nears Close

Everything the Same at Dy-Dee Wash

Johangten Store Still on Labor's Unfair Listing

Auto Workers Demonstrate Power by Strike Against Briggs Company

Volunteer Your Services to Your Ward Labor Campaign Headquarters!!

TJC Delegation Remembers Martyard's Bet

Unemployed Called To March Friday

On the Wednesday Joint Action Committee which will lead the mammoth unemployed demonstration this Saturday will be assisted by a complete show of support. The demonstration was planned to make public the disaster that has resulted. The unemployed are under-infused, unemployed, and under-organized.

Drivers in Wichita Win Big Victory

Drug Clerks Win Strike Vs. Hatch

Stassen's Reply to Eide Hurts Leach

Unemployment is the Central Central

TJCC delegation visited the Minnesota Central Labor Union and was given an opportunity to meet the members of the union, the officers, and the president of the union. The delegation was welcomed by the officers and the president of the union, who gave a detailed explanation of the situation in the labor movement. The delegation was also given a tour of the union hall, and was shown the various facilities of the union.

CLU O. K.'s Move for Union Burial

On the Stassen campaign, the Stassen delegation visited the Minnesota Central Labor Union and was given an opportunity to meet the members of the union, the officers, and the president of the union. The delegation was welcomed by the officers and the president of the union, who gave a detailed explanation of the situation in the labor movement. The delegation was also given a tour of the union hall, and was shown the various facilities of the union.

STAFF RELATIONS

On the National Picket Line

TJCC delegation visited the Minneapolis Central Labor Union and was given an opportunity to meet the members of the union, the officers, and the president of the union. The delegation was welcomed by the officers and the president of the union, who gave a detailed explanation of the situation in the labor movement. The delegation was also given a tour of the union hall, and was shown the various facilities of the union.

Local 130 Team Elected to Head Special Event

The Minneapolis Labor Union has held a series of special events to raise funds for the local union. The leaders of the union have been working hard to make these events successful. The union has also been involved in a number of community outreach programs, and has been working to build stronger relationships with the local community.

Local 359 Whips Oak Grove Dairy For Second Win

The Warehouse Union Local 359 has won a major victory against the Oakland Dairy Company. The local union has been working hard to improve the working conditions for its members, and has been successful in negotiating better wages and benefits. The union has also been active in community outreach, and has been working to build stronger relationships with the local community.

Butler Workers To Meet Monday

The Butler Brothers Section of the Warehouse Union Local 110 has called a meeting for Monday to discuss the recent developments in the company. The local union has been working hard to improve the working conditions for its members, and has been successful in negotiating better wages and benefits. The union has also been active in community outreach, and has been working to build stronger relationships with the local community.
Duluth Unions Hear Rasmussen Expounded F-C-L Council Plan

At the May 26th meeting of the Duluth Federated Trades Council, the Formor-Independent Labor Council of Minnesota, outlining the program of which the union is a part, conducted the remainder of the year.

"The Council plans to present educational information on the labor movement, National Social Fair and higher lay organization. In order to do so," Mr. Harrington explained, "we have to get the word out to members. The first step is by organizing the meeting and by organizing among the new and the active members."

The meeting was held in the Hyatt Hotel. The program was as follows:

1. Presentation of the program of the Duluth Federated Trades Council.
2. Discussion of the labor movement in the United States.
3. Discussion of the National Social Fair.
4. Discussion of higher lay organization.

The program was well attended and the speakers were well received.

Restaurant Strike Pends vs. Austin Liquor Firms

At a meeting held last Wednesday evening, the Northern Minnesota Workers Association of Austin, Minnesota, organized in opposition to the liquor strike, met to discuss the situation.

The meeting was called to order by the President, Mr. Johnson, who read the minutes of the last meeting. The Secretary, Mr. Smith, read the correspondence which had been received by the Secretary during the week.

Mr. Johnson then called for the secretary’s report. The report was presented and accepted. The President then called for the discussion of the strike.

The discussion was carried on for several hours and the membership was divided in its opinions. Finally, a vote was taken and the decision was made to support the strike.

Northland Signs Pact With BZP

The first working agreement in the Northland Signs business was signed at the BZP Sign Company, 107 East Second Street, in Duluth, on May 21, 1935. The agreement was signed by Mr. Wilson, President of the Northland Signs, and Mr. Smith, President of the BZP Sign Company.

The agreement provides for the payment of wages to the members of the Northland Signs as follows: $4.00 per day for men, and $3.00 per day for women.

Warehouse Strike Pends at BZP's

The deadlock between the BZP and the Northland Signs workers has been broken. A settlement of the dispute between the BZP and the Northland Signs workers has been reached, and a new agreement has been signed.

The agreement provides for the payment of wages to the members of the BZP as follows: $4.00 per day for men, and $3.00 per day for women.

Warehouse Strike Pends at BZP’s

The deadlock between the BZP and the Northland Signs workers has been broken. A settlement of the dispute between the BZP and the Northland Signs workers has been reached, and a new agreement has been signed.

The agreement provides for the payment of wages to the members of the BZP as follows: $4.00 per day for men, and $3.00 per day for women.
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TJC Delegation at Grave of Pat Corcoran

Pat Ansbury of Louisiana Cities Need for Area Pact

The following description of Pat Ansbury, business manager of the Minneapolis Local 88 and Daily Workers Union Local 261 of Louisiana, Ky., appeared in the weekly Red Banner, published in the Louisville Times. We pass it on to our readers both for its description of Pat Ansbury (who has always shown a warm interest in the progress of the Minneapolis movement) and for his hearty expression of the need for the standard of living as 'The Northwest Organizer'.

"Mr. Ansbury is an absolute bread winner," he wrote. "He has a good time and enjoys the friends he makes. We need his kind of person to spread the good news and work to improve the conditions of our people."

"When cut-through competition is cut through, the truck drivers are happy, understanding men, working for their right to earn a decent living."

"Mr. Ansbury preached. "Companies can't short them, they need them, they want them. They pay a man more to make his wage values pay off in the long run."

The thing as far as workers are concerned is: it is possible to have a more efficient method of doing business, but the cost must be reduced to a point where the worker can live and work with a decent standard of living.

The propaganda for the Standard of Living is a fact. We need the men to go about the propaganda that is spreading through the workmen of the area."

"We need men who will do the job of spreading the good news and work to improve the conditions of our people."
Why the Jobless Are Demonstrating

Following is the text of a speech to be delivered over Station WAG in Thursday's noon hour, at 12:25 p.m. by Karl Kuhn of Local 544 of the Federal Workers Union:

I hope you are aware of our needs for food, clothing, and other necessities of life. We are facing a situation that is worse than ever before. We are out of work. We have no money. We are hungry. We are cold. We are sick. We are despairing.

The government is not doing enough to help us. The society is not making the necessary changes to ensure our well-being. We are not being heard.

We, the unemployed, demand immediate relief. We demand work. We demand food. We demand shelter. We demand respect.

The speech will be broadcast over Station WAG on Thursday, June 1, 1932, at 12:25 p.m.